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One of the major global issues of today is the commonly acknowledged change in the climate, and 
there is a heightened awareness as to how we ought to be less dependent on non-renewable 
energy sources. Over the last years, governments in most countries have strived to meet these 
increasingly severe indications with even more rigorous regulations and standards targeting 
energy consumption. Since housing in Sweden stands for roughly a third of all the energy 
consumed in the country, the authorities have regularly been led to redefine the laws that regulate 
the housing industry.  

Thermal bridges in buildings are generally considered to make up 20-30% of the total heat transfer 
losses from houses and apartment buildings in Sweden. Until just a few years ago there had been 
no explicit regulations as to how thermal bridges should be handled in the design process. Those 
regulations were then changed a while back also to include thermal bridges, and now quite 
recently the rules were updated once more. The big difference in these regulations now is that 
instead of just adding thermal bridges to the old energy equations, those calculations will also need 
to be validated with actual energy records from the new building after it has been built and used 
for some time. 

All of this makes the calculations more reliant on valid and proper input data regarding all of the 
building’s energy related properties, its building materials and also its thermal bridges. 

This paper examines the methods available for assessing the impact of thermal bridges on the total 
energy loss from an apartment building. Potential thermal bridges from a semi-fictional study 
object (based on an authentic building) have been evaluated using two different methods. The first 
method makes use of computer based simulations that require some time for setting up model 
properties and boundary conditions, but give the most accurate results in return. The second 
method is the simplified method which is very time efficient although it gives results that are less 
precise than the first option.  

The main aim of this study is to determine how the use of either of these two methods 
correspondingly affects the study object’s total energy loss, when used independently or in 
combination. 

All of the computer based calculations were performed with the program Comsol Multiphysics. 
The simplified appraisals were performed using a tool for assessment called The Group Method in 
combination with the ISO standard ISO 14683. 

The results from these calculations showed that the best way to assess thermal bridges is to use a 
combination of both methods. Most of a building’s thermal bridges can in general be assessed with 
good enough accuracy using the simplified method. However, for parts of the building envelope 
that are especially complex or in other ways hard to evaluate, it would be more appropriate to use 
computer based simulations.  


